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Kieri Solutions as your C3PAO
• We are a small, lean team of experts, without bureaucratic overhead. We move
faster and give better answers because we have knowledgeable people at every
step of the process.

• Our Quality Manager is Amira Armond, a CMMC instructor, speaker, and
blogger. She is an information systems architect and has practical real-world
experience building and managing DoD and contractor networks.
• We are one of a few C3PAOs that passed our CMMC assessment with a
functional enterprise network that includes laptops, email, and BYOD.
We did NOT present a pristine and unused enclave because that isn’t functional.
We wanted to prove that real defense contractors could pass CMMC.
• Our assessment teams do not require special considerations to work. You do not
need to put your evidence onto a third-party platform or provide it hard-copy.
• We understand that networks need to be functional and secure. We encourage
risk-based approaches and strong process to manage chaotic enterprise
networks.

CMMC Readiness Review starting at $5,000
Cost-effective review of your readiness to pass CMMC
Identify major issues with documentation, system
security plan, FIPS, scoping, and design early
Future CMMC Level 2 assessment discounted

How
Kieri
Solutions
can help

CMMC Level 2 pre-assessment starting at $25,000
Identify exactly what needs to be corrected
Perform planning, review evidence, and prepare your
team for full assessment in a more relaxed environment
Future CMMC Level 2 assessment discounted

CMMC Level 2 assessment starting at $32,000
If you are ready, we can sponsor you for early assessment
Show your clients and partners that you are compliant
Skip the assessor shortage in 2023 – be eligible for
contracts when CMMC requirements first appear

Kieri
Compliance
Documentation

Kieri Compliance
Documentation

•

Simple and straightforward templates for NIST SP 800-171 and CMMC Level 2

•

Ideal for enclaves and networks with < 1000 users

•

Comprehensive policy, procedure, user agreements, forms, and compliance docs
including system security plan pre-written to reference policies and procedures.

•

Easily editable Word and Excel files. No restrictions.

•

Templates, examples, and instructions save hundreds of hours of work and re-work

•

Battle tested: Based on what we used to pass CMMC

Introductory pricing for 2022
$3,000 – KCD only
All templates, access to updates for 12 months
$8,000 – KCD + customization
Templates plus customization and training for organization by a Kieri subject matter
expert (20 hours)

$500/year – Access to updates after first year

Next steps
Email info@kieri.com to schedule a 30minute call
We have a quick call to understand your
needs and determine if we are a fit:

• CMMC Level 2 Assessment
• Readiness Review
• Pre-assessment
• Compliance Documentation

• Consulting Services
Waiting list for full CMMC assessment
available (down payment needed to reserve
your spot)

Core team
Vincent Scott – (Lead Assessor) CMMC Provisional Assessor,
Provisional Instructor, CISM, DoD ISSP. Specializing in program-level
CMMC compliance for medium and large business.
Jill Wright – (Lead Assessor) CMMC Provisional Assessor, Provisional
Instructor. Specializing in CMMC compliance for small and medium
business, particularly defense contractors.
David Fairburn – (Lead Assessor) CMMC Provisional Assessor, CISSP,
PMP, IAM, IEM, ITILv3, FedRAMP Assessor, FedRAMP author.
Specializing in CMMC compliance for enterprises and clouds.
Amira Armond – (Quality Manager) CMMC Provisional Assessor,
Provisional Instructor, CISSP, CISA, Vice-Chair C3PAO Stakeholder
Forum. Specializing in functional and secure system architectures.

Testimonials
“We are grateful for the service that Kieri Solutions provided and would be happy to provide
our reference to any business considering Kieri Solutions services.” - VMware, Inc.

“Kieri Solutions is the real deal when it comes to cyber security. Their knowledge of CMMC,
DFARS Compliance and cyber-security in general is second-to-none, and their approach,
attitude and helpfulness is fantastic. Kieri is an exemplar of cyber excellence, and I'd highly
commend any client with cyber security needs to Kieri Solutions.” – Nova Blue Technologies
“The quality of work is exceptional.” – Siber Systems, Inc.
“Amira Armond (Kieri Solutions) operates with competence and integrity. She’s also a natural
teacher, willing to explain the magic behind the server fixes and to develop controls to
dramatically improve security throughout the organization. She communicates clearly and
can quickly prioritize IT issues. There is no one I would trust more to make my IT resilient.” –
Native Intelligence, Inc.

